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UTEX Style 242- Aramid Fiber Spiral Unitized Packing Set
(Patent Pending)
Utex Industries, Inc. has developed an innovative concept in braided packing sets for use
in all reciprocating equipment. Our new style 242 is composed of pure aramid yarns
interbraided with a stabilizing core that enables us to produce a unitized set of packing
which will not separate during storage or installation. This unique spiral unit replaces
multiple ring sets that are commonplace today. The 242 spiral unitized packing set comes
formed to the correct I.D., O.D. and height as specified for your application.
One of the primary benefits our Style 242 spiral unitized packing set offers is the
elimination of the conventional leak path found in multiple ring die-formed sets. By
doing away with multiple pieces of packing, we have eliminated the joints where leakage
was allowed to escape. Our spiral unit will retard the ability of leakage to escape even
when the pump is idle. Another benefit of our Style 242 is that it is installed as a solid
unit. There are no longer any worries about staggering joints 180° apart to insure
maximum performance. However, since this is a solid unit, you must break the pony rod
– plunger connection as you would with any molded packing.
Our Style 242 spiral unitized packing sets can be used alone or in conjunction with
spacers, wear rings or other items normally supplied with conventional die-formed sets.
The 242 sets are adjustable or they can be made non-adjustable by adding a spring (we
recommend an elastomeric spring over coil type). Lubrication is recommended as with all
packings, however, it is not required.
Please feel free to contact us with any questions you may have about this innovative
concept in fluid sealing.
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